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Abstract 
This research addresses microeconomic decision making during the Fur-Trade Occupation at 
Housepit 54 of the Bridge River Site.  Specifically, it addresses the lithic production in regard to 
field processing and technological investment at the site.  Field processing considers the 
importance of cost in transporting lithic raw material, while technological investment examines 
the amount of retouch and usewear based upon the distance from the quarry.  The research tests 
the hypothesis that: the farther away the quarry is from the village site, the more flakes will be 
dominated by late stage reduction while the extent of retouch and usewear per tool will increase.  
The outcome of this research shows that a relationship exists between distance of quarry and raw 
material utilization. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
 This chapter seeks to accomplish several things.  First, it introduces the research problem 
central to this thesis.  Then, it considers the significance of this research.  Lastly, it provides an 
outline for the thesis. 
 The purpose of this research is to address questions regarding the socioeconomic 
practices of hunter-gatherers in the Middle Fraser Canyon.  These practices can also help define 
the economy at the Bridge River site.  The lithic tool economy at the Bridge River site can be 
seen through the acquisition and use of the raw materials used in the creation and utilization of 
the tools necessary to sustain society. 
 One way to examine the economy of lithic tool production is by analyzing prehistoric 
quarrying behaviors.  Prehistoric quarrying behaviors and lithic technology can be discerned by 
examining the field processing of raw materials (Luedtke 1979: 255).  This analysis of field 
processing is important because it relates to the acquisition of raw materials.  The acquisition of 
raw materials is considered economic because a price is paid in terms of expenditure of time and 
effort to travel to and from the source or quarry site of the raw material.  Therefore, cost/benefit 
decision making by the inhabitants of the Bridge River site would determine the quantity of raw 
material which would be taken back to the village with them and also how the raw material was 
used once it was taken back to the village (Beck et al. 2002). 
 Cost is incurred in obtaining the raw material will affect how the raw material was 
utilized at the housepit.  In other words, when procuring raw material, a cost is incurred to travel 
from the village to the quarry site and from the quarry site back to the village.  Determining how 
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the raw material was economized or utilized will show how this cost was or was not offset.  By 
determining the cost of acquiring raw material, socioeconomic practices such as technological 
investment can be understood. 
 This thesis will specifically address the socioeconomics of the acquisition and the 
transportation of lithic raw materials at Housepit (HP) 54 of the Bridge River (BR) site.  This 
research intends to begin answering questions about how raw materials were acquired and 
transported, the socioeconomic costs of acquiring the raw materials, and the possible differences 
in the utilization of different raw materials.  These issues are explored by attempting to 
determine if field processing and technological investment in the raw materials used at the 
Bridge River Site were significantly affected by the procurement distance for obtaining the 
material. 
 The analysis consists of examining the lithics found on the first three excavated strata, or 
Bridge River 4 (BR 4) period levels, of the housepit to provide the data for the study.  Human 
Behavioral Ecology, specifically Central Place Foraging theory, will be used as the theoretical 
basis for this research.  This theory will be used to model the effect of acquiring raw material on 
the use and discard of lithics for the occupation.   
 This research allows for a more complete understanding of behaviors associated with 
lithic technology in semi-sedentary contexts, by examining the procurement and utilization of 
raw material. 
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Thesis Outline 
 
 Chapter 1, the introduction, focuses on describing the research questions, and the 
significance of the research.  This explains to both the validity of the thesis and the importance of 
this analysis. 
 Chapter 2, the background, is an overview of the prehistoric and historic past of the 
Middle-Fraser Canyon and the Bridge River site, along with information on Housepit 54.  The 
prehistoric overview will provide a synopsis of prehistoric or pre-colonization archaeology in the 
Middle-Fraser Region.  The historic overview provides a summary of the European influences 
that were present at the time the housepit was occupied.  Together, these two synopses provide a 
chronological overview for both the Bridge River site and the Middle-Fraser region.  The Bridge 
River section provides an in-depth background of the Bridge River site, which will supply the 
context for HP 54.  The Housepit 54 section will provide a brief summation of the housepit 
selected for analysis.  A section on lithic artifacts will provide a description of terms used in the 
study and a brief overview of lithics at the Bridge River site. 
 Chapter 3 discusses the theory and methodology.  This chapter begins by briefly 
discussing Human Behavioral Ecology (HBE), in order to provide the framework of Central 
Place Foraging.  Central Place Foraging will then be discussed as it provides the basis for the 
hypotheses to be tested.  Next, will be the methods section which will describe the methods used 
for both excavation and data analysis.  This section will be followed by the hypotheses and test 
expectations.  Test expectations require considerations of field processing contexts and 
constraints along with transport issues, and winter-village stone tool needs.  Chapter 4 presents 
the analysis of the data.  A detailed examination of the data and its analysis, as related to the 
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hypotheses will be discussed.  This chapter addresses the results, placing them in context.  It also 
includes discussion of the limitations of both the data and this analysis.  There is also a 
discussion of the results and the limitations of this research.  Chapter 6 consists of the 
conclusion.  This will provide a summary of the thesis.  Appendix A-1 is the Bridge River Lithic 
Database Key.  This is the key which was used to classify the lithic assemblage.  Appendix B 
provides a compilation of the raw data for the study, specifically the data for the Clarkson Index. 
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Chapter 2 
Background 
 
 This chapter contains two main parts: the archaeological overview and a lithic overview.  
The archaeological overview is separated into four subsections: the Prehistoric Archaeology, 
Historical Archaeology, Bridge River Site, and Housepit 54.  The Prehistoric archaeological 
overview chronicles the available information of Middle-Fraser Canyon sites.  This contrasts to 
the Historic overview which will recount the fur trade in British Columbia.  Together, these 
sections will provide an overview of the history of the Middle-Fraser Canyon and the Bridge 
River site.  I will then detail what is known about Housepit 54.  The Lithic Overview has two 
main goals: to describe the lithic terms required for this study, and to explain how, generally, 
lithic tools were used at Bridge River. 
The Bridge River site is located within the Middle Fraser Canyon near what is now the 
town of Lillooet, British Columbia, Canada (see Figure 1).  One of the important features of the 
Bridge River site is that it contains both prehistoric and historic archaeology.  Due to the vast 
archaeological record at the site, the background has been broken into two categories: the 
prehistoric and historic archaeological overviews. 
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Figure 1. Map depicting the Bridge River Site. 
 
Prehistoric Overview 
 
 The Middle Fraser Canyon is characterized by ancient villages on precipices surrounded 
by mountain peaks above the Fraser River (Prentiss and Kuijt 2012).  These villages were 
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located in places of optimal access for salmon, edible roots, and land mammals (Prentiss and 
Kuijt 2012).  By locating a village near a salmon fishing location and then focusing a subsistence 
strategy around it, mobility was constrained, which lead to territorialism due to the concentration 
on salmon fishing (Prentiss and Kuijt 2012).  Acknowledging this territoriality is essential in 
providing a complete view of the archaeological record, as it influences all aspects of indigenous 
life from subsistence strategies to corporate groups. 
 In terms of subsistence strategies, as already stated, salmon was a critical part of 
aboriginal subsistence (Prentiss and Kuijt 2012).  This is because salmon was seasonally 
plentiful and could both be eaten immediately or dried and stored for future use (Prentiss and 
Kuijt 2012).  Deer was also important for subsistence and were used as a supplement for salmon 
(Prentiss and Kuijt 2012).  All meat was generally smoked in the field, with the hides generally 
processed at the village (Prentiss and Kuijt 2012).  The smoking and drying of fish and meat is 
evidence of a collector strategy that was adopted along with a semi-sedentary lifestyle during the 
prehistoric period.  
 The villages were an important component of the subsistence strategy for the St'at'imc, 
the indigenous people of the Mid-Fraser.  "The St'at'imc used a collector strategy, which required 
them to anticipate future needs by harvesting and storing surplus food and other items" (Prentiss 
and Kuijt 2012: 131).  This emphasis on storing food and other items may be the reason for the 
villages in the Middle Fraser Valley. 
 The villages in the Middle Fraser Valley are composed of semi-subterranean housepits 
which were occupied for long periods of time, possibly by corporate groups or multi-family 
households (Prentiss and Cross et al. 2007).  Ames 2006 describes three types of corporate 
groups: (1) several families living together in the same structure; (2) families living in structures 
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close together such as a compound; and (3) large corporate groups such as neighborhoods.  
Under Ames's (2006) definition, corporate groups are kin groups, which contrasts in part with 
Hayden et al's definition.  Within Hayden et al's (1996) framework, corporate groups might have 
consisted of each large housepit which formed its own exclusive residential unit with exclusive 
rights to resources upon the landscape (Hayden et al. 1996).  Corporate groups are believed to 
have owned rights to fishing locations and also may have had differential access to lithic 
resources (Hayden and Ryder 1991).  These residential corporate groups also contained 
socioeconomic inequality and centralized administration (Hayden and Ryder 1991).  Hayden and 
Ryder (1991) believe the socioeconomic inequality existed because of the exclusive rights to 
resources that exist upon the landscape.  However, if corporate groups existed, household 
residents would be expected to specialize in economic activities. 
 
Figure 2. Map displaying Keatley Creek and Bridge River. 
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 No indication has been found to indicate that household residents specialized in economic 
activities at Keatley Creek, located about ten kilometers east from the Bridge River site, near 
where raw materials from different sources would be obtained (see Figure 2; Hayden et al. 1996: 
352).  Hayden et al. (1996) believes residents of each large housepit formed “residential 
corporate groups” which had rights to different raw material sources from the landscape.  This is 
evidenced by the significant differences in raw material among the houses of Keatley Creek.  At 
Bridge River, differential access to raw materials could not be determined between Bridge River 
3 and 4 at Housepit 54 due to an occupancy gap of 800 to 900 years, which would make it 
impossible to determine if corporate groups existed.  This is because the corporate group, as 
defined by Hayden and Ryder (1996), would have rights to specific sources.  If a new raw 
material is evident, it may lend credence to corporate groups occurring at Bridge River.  
However, households using other raw materials may simply suggest a change in mobility 
patterns, just as a continued use of the same raw material may suggest a continuing mobility 
pattern where raw materials are quarried during movement.  On the other hand, since there is a 
gap between these two periods, there may be no way to test if corporate groups were occurring at 
Bridge River.  Yet, household ranking existed at the Bridge River site as a cultural phenomenon 
during BR 3 and possibly BR 4; which may suggest that corporate groups did indeed exist 
(Prentiss 2012).  Household ranking at Bridge River is based on the belief that people had 
differential power in the village.  The cultural phenomenon of household ranking and differential 
power could prove that corporate groups defined as kin groups had differential rights on the 
landscape which lead to household ranking in the village.  Whether household ranking confirms 
that corporate groups did or did not exist at the Bridge River or any other Middle Fraser site, 
housepits are an important feature of the Middle Fraser Valley. 
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 The housepits in the Middle Fraser Canyon have a stratigraphic sequence that dates to 
2,000 years ago (Prentiss and Carlson et al. 2008: 144).  Large prehistoric villages containing 
thirty to 119 housepits are located every five to ten kilometers along the Fraser River (Hayden 
1997).  These housepits are generally round-shaped and between five to twenty meters in 
diameter (Prentiss and Kuijt 2012).  The frequency of housepits in the Middle Fraser Canyon is 
most likely due to the abundance of salmon which caused people to aggregate and build 
housepits there. 
 Housepits were constructed by digging shallow, flat-bottomed pits into the ground and 
then covered with a timber roof frame overlaid with dirt (Hayden 1997).  By creating the 
housepits in this manner, they could last until an accumulation of vermin caused the burning and 
rebuilding of the house.  Due to the stability of the housepits and the mobility of the inhabitants, 
outside of winter months, these villages are believed to have been occupied in a semi-sedentary 
pattern. 
 The housepit villages are generally believed to have been used as winter settlements 
(Alexander 2000: 33; Sakaguchi et al. 2010).  This is because a subsistence system based upon 
seasonally regulated subsistence that emphasizes salmon fishing and food storage would have 
been characterized by the intensive use and storage of salmon, deer, and roots (Stryd and 
Rousseau 1996; Morin et al. 2008).  The storage of these goods would allow for a group to 
remain sedentary during the winter.  Winter settlements were located at the back edges of 
terraces at the bases of mountains or on the edge of bluffs (Hayden 1997).  These locations were 
ideal as they were close to areas with wood, which would provide fuel for fires and shelter 
materials, and streams or springs, which would provide water (Hayden 1997).  However, shelter, 
wood, and water were not the main reason for the presence of large villages at these locations; 
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access to salmon was critical (Hayden 1997).  Salmon, a high protein food, was carried into the 
villages (Hayden 1997).  By packing the salmon into the village, the cost would be less if the 
distance was less, thus allowing for more stockpiling of food (Hayden 1997). 
 The Lillooet area, where the Bridge River site is located, is unique in that it is an 
economically optimal area for procuring, drying and trading salmon, along with being 
geographically situated to possibly control the major southern trade routes which ran from the 
coast to the interior (Hayden and Ryder 1991).  These characteristics would likely be linked to 
the Lillooet area having a more diverse lithic raw material than other areas along the interior of 
British Columbia. 
 There are three horizons or occupation layers in the Mid-Fraser Canyon.  These three 
horizons are the Shuswap horizon, Plateau horizon, and Kamloops horizon (Hayden et al. 1996: 
342).  The Shuswap Horizon, which dates from 3500 to 2400 BP, is the earliest horizon (Prentiss 
et al. 2009: 16).  The average diameter of a pithouse from this horizon is 10.7 meters (Prentiss et 
al. 2009: 16).  The pithouses are circular or oval, steep walled, and flat bottomed (Prentiss et al. 
2009: 16).  There are also side entrances, central hearths, internal storage and cooking pits 
present with the pithouses (Prentiss et al. 2009: 16).  The lithic assemblage from this horizon is 
comprised of low to medium quality materials that are crude in appearance (Prentiss et al. 2009: 
16). 
 The lithics from the Shuswap horizon are believed to represent expedient tools (Prentiss 
and Kujit 2012).  Expedient tools are "made with little or no production effort” (Andrefsky2005: 
255).  These tools are made with minimal efforts because they were created for immediate use 
only and were to be discarded after their intended task is completed (Kooyman 2000: 172).  In 
other words, the tool is created as quickly as possible to perform the task for which it is needed.  
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The reasons for why expedient tools were being produced during this period, may be explained 
in conjunction with Central place foraging theory.  There was no "full-scale winter-village 
collector strategy" during this period (Prentiss and Kuijt 2012: 63). 
 The Plateau Horizon, which dates from 2400 to 1200 BP, reflects the climatic shift from 
cool/moist conditions to warm/dry conditions (Prentiss and Kujit 2012).  The housepits from this 
horizon are smaller than that of the Shuswap Horizon, with a diameter of 6.14 meters.  These 
pithouses have steep walls, and flat basin shaped floors.  Lithic technology from this horizon 
includes incised tools, groundstone tools, unifacial and bifacial tools, along with key-shaped 
scrapers (Prentiss and Kujit 2012). 
 The Kamloops Horizon, which dates from 1200 to 200 BP, is the last cultural horizon in 
the Canadian Plateau region (Prentiss and Kujit 2012).  The housepits from this horizon average 
8. 66 meters in diameter.  These houses are oval, round, rectangular, and square with raised earth 
rims.  These housepits are associated with central hearths, storage pits, and side and roof 
entrances.  The lithic technology is mainly bifacial Prentiss and Kujit 2012). 
 The Plateau, Shuswap, and Kamloops horizons in comparison with the Bridge River site 
occur prior to the occupation and creation of the Bridge River site. 
 
Historical Overview 
 
 The British controlled all of the trade in the Columbia Basin by 1821, with the Hudson 
Bay Company being the predominant fur trading company in Canada starting that same year 
(Innis 1962; Lightfoot 2006).  Trade did not occur solely with the Hudson Bay Company; rather, 
this company was part of a trade network that included natives of the coast and interior (Teit 
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1900).  Although much of the trade occurred at nearby forts, the inhabitants of the Bridge River 
site likely traded at the Pavilion and Fountain fishing grounds. 
 Fur trading generally occurred as European fishing and exploration crews encountered 
indigenous groups (Burley et al. 1996).  The fur trade mainly consisted of moose, elk, bear, 
wolverine, wolf, lynx, beaver, mink, martin, weasel, otter, and bison (Burley et al. 1996).  Furs 
were taken in late winter and early spring when the pelts were thicker (Brown 1980).  Besides 
the trading of fur, salmon, animal meat, and stone pipes, slaves were also traded (Burley et al. 
1996, Burley 1997; Teit 1900).  Salmon and wild animal meats were traded as a replacement for 
domestic meat in the traders’ diet, while stone pipes were offered to the traders for communal 
tobacco smoking (Burley et al. 1996).  "Communal tobacco smoking was also an important part 
of indigenous exchange, diplomacy, and intergroup negotiations" (Burley et al. 1996: 123).  
Simply, the indigenous peoples and fur traders traded stone pipes because the indigenous peoples 
viewed it as an essential factor in intergroup negotiations.  These intergroup negotiations may 
have been one of the reasons smoking became widespread during colonization leading to an 
increase in the production of pipes (Cobb 2003). 
 Profit for the Europeans from the fur trade was made through a rigid price control system 
based upon both the distance the goods would be shipped and by the selection of the best-quality 
furs (Burley et al. 1996).  Fur trading was most profitable for beaver pelts, because beaver hats 
were in fashion at that time (Newman 1995).  Even with the profitability of the fur trade for 
those involved, trade connections needed to be maintained and reaffirmed.  The Hudson Bay 
Company enhanced its trade connections with natives through the intermarriage of traders and 
native women (Brown 1980).  These marriages also took place because European women were 
barred from living at the forts until 1831 (Brown 1980). 
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 Furs were traded for prestige goods such as cloth, copper kettles, firearms, alcohol, 
tobacco, and sewing thimbles (Burley et al. 1996).  Other trade goods consisted of knives, awls, 
files, axes, razors, fish-hooks, metal arrowheads, mirror glass, trade-gun parts, lead balls, hawk 
bells, metal buttons, pendants, brooches, finger rings, earrings, vermilion pigment, marine shells, 
glass beads, clothing, blankets, threads, and ribbons (Burley et al. 1996).  The glass trade beads 
were manufactured in factories located in Venice, Amsterdam, and Bohemia (Cobb 2003).  The 
prestige of these trade goods often changed the native economic structure. 
 Besides the changes in native economic structure, the fur trade had other impacts on 
natives.  These impacts included: lithic source issues, the effects of the introduction of metal, and 
the increase in stone scrapers.  As Europeans moved into the area, disruptions with lithic sources 
were common (Cobb 2003).  Disruptions generally came from Europeans making it harder to 
access quarries.  These disruptions may have led to metal replacing stone tools in some locations.  
"Metal quickly replaced stone and bone for the making of various implements" (Burley et al. 
1996: 13).  However, Cobb (2003) suggests that in other regions the switch from stone tools to 
metal did not occur immediately with the start of trade, but rather gradually.  Whether the switch 
occurred gradually or suddenly, it had an impact on native culture.  This change would have 
impacted the indigenous people by selecting quality over quantity in terms of raw material 
selection, along with an increased dependence on European goods. 
 Another impact of the fur trade involved stone scrapers, the central tool in the fur trade; 
numbers of stone scrapers increased following entrance into the fur trade according to 
archaeological and documented evidence at fur trade era sites (Cobb 2003).  The increase was 
most likely due to the industrial demand for hide working tools.  Scrapers, specifically, were 
used in processing hides to remove tissue or fur. 
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Bridge River 
 
 Among the several remaining large housepit villages in the Middle-Fraser Canyon of 
south-central British Columbia is the Bridge River site (EeRI4) (Prentiss and Carlson et al. 2008; 
Prentiss and Cross et al. 2008: 1; Prentiss and Kuijt 2012).  The Bridge River site may have had 
the best access to the 6-mile rapids salmon fishery due to being in the closest village in its 
proximity (Prentiss and Cross et al. 2008).  This proximity may have been what led the village to 
attain its large size.  The Bridge River village is composed of eighty housepits and over sixty 
external pit features, all of which have remained intact (Prentiss and Cross et al. 2008). 
 The combination of sedimentary contexts, ancient cultural practices, and lack of 
disturbance has preserved the Bridge River site in a detailed record of socio-economic changes 
(Prentiss and Cross et al. 2008; Prentiss and Kujit 2012).  The sedimentary layers with and 
between houses at the Bridge River site result from the use history that includes initial 
excavation creation of, the floor, activities which took place in the house, and the burning of the 
roof and the new construction of the overlaying floor (Prentiss and Cross et al. 2008). 
 Another defining characteristic of Mid-Fraser sites is that garbage was generally dumped 
around the house and thus rims or middens were formed (Hayden 1997).  These middens contain 
not only re-deposited roof materials but also dumped materials like hearth clean-out (Hayden 
2005, Prentiss and Cross et al. 2008: 63, Prentiss et al. 2003).  The middens contain a year by 
year record of changes due to repeated re-roofing and re-flooring on the houses at most housepit 
villages, except the Bridge River where flooring was not removed but instead covered by later 
floors (Prentiss and Lyons et al. 2007: 301).The floors and roofs at the Bridge River site 
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represent short single occupations or Bridge River periods (Prentiss 2008).  The floors capped by 
roof deposits appear to represent the "process of regular re-flooring, whereby old floors were not 
removed, just buried, perhaps to get rid of garbage, pests, and odors" (Prentiss and Cross et al. 
2008).  The Bridge River village emerged around 1800 BP, was abandoned between 1099 and 
609 BP, and was reoccupied around 400 to 100 BP (Prentiss and Cross et al. 2008: 1).  From 
among the eighty housepits at the Bridge River site, the housepit which has been selected for this 
research is number 54.  Housepit 54 is thirteen meters in diameter and contains Bridge River 2 
(1600 - 1300 cal. BP), 3 (1300 - 1100 cal. BP), and 4 (610 - 115 cal. BP) (Prentiss et al. 2009: 9).  
This thesis will focus on the Bridge River 4 occupation dating to circa 1820 – 1858 AD (Prentiss 
et al. 2009: 19).   Housepit 54 contains thirteen to fourteen floors and seven roof deposits 
(Prentiss et al. 2009: 9).  This housepit is considered to be a "middle class" dwelling (during BR 
3 times) and was selected because of stratigraphic complexity.  This house is also the only house 
to contain historic period materials dating to circa 1820s to 1850s.  Lithics are the most common 
artifacts found at the site. 
 
Lithics 
 
 Lithics are the most abundant artifacts that are uncovered on many prehistoric 
archaeological sites (Andrefsky 2005).  This abundance makes stone tool and flake-debris data 
integral to the understanding of ancient socioeconomics practices (Andrefsky 2001: 127).  The 
attributes of flakes and cores are useful in determining manufacture procedures: 
 Debitage is composed of flakes and shatter.  Debitage analysis provides information 
useful in reconstructing technological behavior (Sullivan and Rozen 1985: 755). 
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 Lithic reduction is a continuous process and the relationship between flake attributes and 
the stage of reduction is often predictable (Andrefsky 2008: 39; Bradbury and Carr 1999).  The 
processing of a raw material at its quarry site consists of the cortex being removed so that the 
unusable pieces of the raw material do not have to be transported to the village site. 
 
Debitage 
 
 Flakes are the detached pieces of raw material from a core (Andrefsky 2005: 16).  When 
a flake is discovered it is often a fragment.  These fragments are classified in this study as either 
medial distal or proximal.  A medial distal fragment is characterized by having no striking 
platform, while a proximal fragment contains a striking platform (Andrefsky 2005).  A striking 
platform is characterized by the presence of a point of initiation (Andrefsky 2005). 
 The striking platform or initiation of the flake can determine the order in which the flake 
was produced (Andrefsky 2005: 90).  This is because the width of the platform can correspond to 
the order of reduction from which the flake stems (Andrefsky 2005: 90).  As consequence of this, 
platform morphology is the most effective characteristic for associating the technology with the 
flake (Andrefsky 2001). 
 There are three modes of initiation: hertzian, wedging, and bending (Cotterell and 
Kamminga 1987: 685 - 689, Odell 2003).  A conchoidal or hertzian initiation is characterized by 
a single point of applied force which produces a cone fracture (Andrefsky 2005; Cotterell and 
Kamminga 1987: 686; Odell 2003).  A bend initiation is characterized by the force propagated 
away from the point of applied impact and is characterized by a small lip or overhang at the point 
of impact (Andrefsky 2005; Cotterell and Kamminga 1987: 690; Odell 2003).  A wedging 
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initiation can cause cracks upon the tip of the applied force or at the point of impact (Cotterell 
and Kamminga 1987: 688, Odell 2003). 
Aside from initiation, another characteristic of flakes is cortex.  Cortex, the weathered 
surface of a rock, is used to determine the degree to which a core has been reduced (Andrefsky 
2001; Andrefsky 2005; Banning 2000: 145; Douglass et al. 2008; Kooyman 2000: 51).  A flake 
removed in early production often includes cortex. 
 
Tools 
 
 Aside from flakes, tools and cores are also part of the lithic assemblage.  The only tools 
described here are scrapers, as they are the only group of tools which was examined in this 
thesis.  A scraper is defined as having an edge between 70 and 125 degrees (Kooyman 2000: 
102).  There are six types of scrapers identified in the assemblage considered in this analysis: 
single scraper, double scraper, convergent scraper, alternate scraper, stemmed scraper, and end 
scraper.  All of these scrapers are distinguished by the location of retouch (see Debenath and 
Dibble 1994).  Retouch is the removal of flakes to shape or resharpen the edge (Andrefsky 2005: 
34; Kuhn 1990).  A single scraper is characterized as having only one retouched edge on an edge 
perpendicular to the platform.  Double scrapers have two non-adjacent retouched edges.  A 
convergent scraper has two retouched edge that converge and meet at one end.  An alternate 
scraper has two retouched edges, one of the exterior surface and one of the interior surfaces.  A 
stemmed scraper has a stem.  An end scraper has a steeply retouched edge on the end parallel 
with the platform. 
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Lithic Use Strategies at Bridge River 
 
 "One of the most important factors influencing the technological structure of any lithic 
assemblage is the nature of the stone resources utilized" (Teltser 1991: 368).  Depending on 
whether processing has occurred on the materials before they reach the site, the stages of the 
reduction  will vary from a complete assemblage with early to late stage reduction, to late stage 
reduction only (Teltser 1991).  Portability, or the maximization of utility in relation to size and 
weight, is essential for mobile or semi-sedentary hunter-gatherers (Andrefsky 2001). 
 In regard to the use of raw materials at the Bridge River site, it has been assumed in the 
past that, there exists a "near uniform use of materials in the production of chipped stone 
suggesting the technical requirements for material selection are found in close proximity to the 
Bridge River village" (Wanzenried 2010: 8 - 9).  This assumption may or may not hold true 
pending the results of this research.  This is because an examination of raw materials might 
discover that raw materials were being used differently depending on distance from the village 
site.  For instance, raw material located further away might be more economized or processed 
than raw material located closer to the site. 
 This near-uniform use has assumed to be caused by reciprocal access to land which "was 
built into daily practices of those in the Middle-Fraser" (Wanzenried 2010: 15).  The exact 
deposit or outcrop locations for the raw materials used at the Bridge River site are difficult or 
even impossible to determine since the only sources which exist in this region are secondary 
deposits such as glacial till (Wanzenried 2010: 16).  The difficulty in sourcing most raw 
materials is the rationale used to select obsidian, dacite, pisolite and Hat Creek jasper as the raw 
materials to be examined in this research project.  The obsidian, pisolite, and Hat Creek jasper 
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can be sourced relatively accurately.  Dacite, which is a common material in the Middle-Fraser 
canyon, will be treated as a local source (Rousseau 2000; Mallory-Greenough et al. 2002). 
 Raw materials were stockpiled for winter use (Prentiss and Kuijt 2012).  When the raw 
material began to run low, the bipolar technique was used to conserve raw material, so that the 
smallest items could be exploited (Prentiss and Kuijt 2012).  Lithic technologies are influenced 
by the abundance, quality, and accessibility of raw material (Andrefsky 2001).  Prehistoric 
quarrying behaviors and lithic technology can be discerned from the processing of raw material 
(Luedtke 1979: 255).  Without understanding how lithic raw material was procured and 
transported, the assemblage will not adequately reflect settlement organization and mobility 
(Andrefsky 2001). 
 Weight and thickness are not good measures of flake typology because the force 
applications are different enough that they are hard to distinguish when mixed together 
(Patterson and Sollberger 1978: 104).  Debitage analysis provides information on reconstructing 
prehistoric lithic technology and patterns of human behavior (Sullivan and Rozen 1985: 755).  
The percentage of flakes in the stages during the reduction process is equivalent to the degree of 
processing before transport (Newman 1994: 491).  If debitage is not analyzed, part of the 
archaeological record is lost (Ericson and Purdy 1984). 
 
Bridge River Lithics 
 
 In regards to the lithics at Bridge River, lithic raw materials were likely transported to 
and stockpiled at Bridge River (Wanzenried 2010: 15).  The stockpiling of raw material at 
Bridge River is due to the importance of stone tools and the reoccurring use of the site.  Stone 
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tools were essential for the winter activities of building and repairing tools, preparing hides, and 
cooking food (Prentiss and Kuijt 2012; Wanzenried 2010: 16).Chipped-stone knives were used 
for fish processing and the butchering of large mammals.  Stone scrapers were used to remove 
flesh and soften the hides.  Flake tools, ground-stone hammers, mauls, and grinding stones were 
used in food preparation. 
 
Raw Material 
 
 Obsidian, chert, and chalcedonies are the best flaking materials due to their high 
percentage of silica (Andrefsky 2005).  Basalts, andesites, quartzites, and rhyolites were still 
used for stone tool production but because they are less brittle than other raw materials they do 
not fracture as predictably as those with higher silica content (Andrefsky 2005).  The purpose of 
identifying lithic raw material is to identify the flakability of the stone and determine the source 
location for the raw material (Andrefsky 2005). 
 One a macro level, the majority of the raw materials for this site come from the Coastal 
Belt, which is the mountain range to the North and West of the Fraser River that extends from 
Vancouver to the northwest all the way to Alaska (Mathews and Monger 2005).  This rock 
formation is mostly composed of basalt and granitic rock.  Also present in this formation are 
diorite, quartz, greenstone, mica, shale, sandstone, chert, and serprentinite (Mathews and Monger 
2005). 
 In the Middle-Fraser canyon, the most commonly used raw materials are pisolite, 
chalcedony, jasper, obsidian, and dacite (Wanzenried 2010: 37).  The only stone not available in 
glacial deposits is obsidian (Prentiss and Cross et al. 2007: 26).  Pisolite is found only in the 
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Fountain Valley, jasper in Hat Creek Valley, and obsidian from a significant distance, with the 
closest known location of obsidian two hundred kilometers (Prentiss et al. 2009: 70 - 71, 
Rousseau 2000: 172 - 173).  Both the Hat Creek Valley and obsidian quarries are not present on 
this map.  The Hat Creek Valley quarry is located to the east of Mount Martley. 
 There are multiple raw material (see Figure 3) sources in the vicinity of the Bridge River 
site which include the Glen Fraser Silicate Source, Blue Ridge Ranch Chalcedony, Upper Hat 
Creek Basalt Source, Upper Hat Creek Silicate Source, Moraine Chalcedony Source, Fountain 
White-Pink Speckled Chert Source, Rusty Creek Red Chert Source, and the Maiden Creek basalt 
and Silicate Source (Rousseau 2000).  The Glen Fraser Silicate Source is located 10.11 km from 
the Bridge River site.  This source is characterized by cherts and chalcedonies, with the chert 
having poor flakability (Rousseau 2000).  The Blue Ridge Ranch Chalcedony is located 14.87 
km from the Bridge River site.  Here the source is characterized by translucent chalcedony or 
agate and is a good quality raw material (Rousseau 2000). 
 The Upper Hat Creek Basalt Source is located 10.05 km from the Bridge River site.   The 
Upper Hat Creek Silicate Source is located 22.36 km from the Bridge River site.  This source is 
characterized by good quality chert, petrified wood, and chalcedony.  These raw materials are 
believed to have composed a major lithic source (Rousseau 2000). 
 The Moran Chalcedony Source is located 12.5 km from the Bridge River site.  This 
source is characterized by chalcedony (Rousseau 2000).  The Fountain White-Pink Speckled 
Chert Source is located 12.81 km from the Bridge River Site.  The Rusty Creek Red Chert 
Source has not been successfully located so far (Rousseau 2000). 
 The Maiden Creek Basalt and Silicate Source is located 26.93 km from the Bridge River 
Source.  This source is characterized by chert, basalt, opal, petrified wood, and chalcedony 
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(Rousseau 2000).  The Maiden Creek source was an aboriginal quarry site.  One location of 
serprentinite is just north of Cache Creek (Cannings et al. 2011).  Overall, the majority of the raw 
materials sources are located 10.05 to 26.93 km, suggesting that Central Place Foraging would 
be ideal for evaluating the response to the travel costs of acquiring these raw materials.  As there 
is no evidence for territoriality at the Bridge River Village so this will not examined. 
 
Figure 3. Known lithic raw material sources.  Hat Creek jasper is found east of Marble 
Canyon. 
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Chapter 3 
Theory and Methodology 
 
 This chapter strives to accomplish several tasks.  First, it explains Human Behavioral 
Ecology through the use of Central Place Foraging Theory.  It then presents the methods that 
were used.  Last the hypotheses guiding this research are explained. 
 
Theory 
 
 Human Behavioral Ecology seeks to understand how evolutionary processes shape 
human society (Kelly 2007).  This occurs by seeking to determine how people optimize their 
behaviors (Kelly 2007).  Optimization of behaviors is important for reproductive fitness (Kelly 
2007).  Optimization focuses on four things: 1) the behavior, 2) the available options, 3) the costs 
and benefits for each option, and 4) the set of constraints (Kelly 2007).  In the case of lithic 
reduction, optimization is based upon the notion that due to snow and ice in the winter lithic 
sources may have been impossible to get to.  Optimization models can be used at a household-
level in order to portray how socioeconomic organization affected household variability (Prentiss 
et al. 2005).  This is because people optimize their behavior based upon the options available to 
them, the costs and benefits for the options, and the constraints (Kelly 2007).  In other words, the 
optimization of behavior affects how people allocate their time (Kelly 2007).  The prioritization 
of time is important because there are only 24 hours in a day and the activities essential for 
survival would need to have been completed in a timely manner in order for people to survive. 
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 The optimization of time can be explored through the use of the Central Place Foraging 
model.  By using a field processing model, trends can be predicted in terms of what would have 
provided the greatest benefit (Beck 2008: 761).  Since lithic reduction is continuous, the degree 
of reduction is related to the time spent processing the material (Beck 2008: 761).  A forager 
with a long transport time should process a resource longer at the acquisition site "than a forager 
with a shorter transport time" (Beck 2008: 761).  The debitage assemblages of the shorter 
transport time forager should contain mostly early stage toolstone reduction while the longer 
transport time forager should have a debitage assemblage of late stage reduction (Beck 2008: 
771).  This prediction is based on in Central Place Foraging theory. 
 
Central Place Foraging 
 
 Central Place Foraging (CPF) is useful for modeling the economic logic behind lithic 
procurement behavior (Beck et al. 2002: 500).  CPF helps us to understand decisions required for 
efficient field processing and transport of materials to the village (Winterhalder and Smith 2009: 
184 - 185).  The factors that are important to determine efficient field processing time are: the 
utility gain from field processing, and the distance to the village or central place (Beck et al. 
2002: 487).  Since the amount of raw material is limited, processing a raw material at its 
acquisition site would allow for the transport of only the useable portion of raw material. 
 The optimization of time and effort can be explored through the use of the Central Place 
Foraging model.  By using a field processing model, trends can be predicted in terms of what 
would provide the greatest benefit (Beck 2008: 761). 
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Transport Context 
 
 Distribution and availability of lithic raw materials are important in determining how 
tools were manufactured, used, and retouched (Andrefsky 2008: 9).  Insight into lithic raw 
material use can shed light into human land use and mobility patterns (Andrefsky 2008: 9).  
Source information on lithic raw materials in regard to size, shape, durability, and abundance 
increases the knowledge about technological organization (Andrefsky 2008: 10).  Lithic raw 
materials do not determine organizational decisions but are rather one of the factors used to 
decide what to produce, maintain, and discard (Andrefsky 2008: 10).  The procurement of raw 
material shapes the lithic technology, as how much raw material is transported back from the 
quarry site influences how the raw material is used (Surovell 2009: 187).  Generally, the farther 
away a raw material is for its source, the greater the degree of processing will occur (Beck 2008). 
 Any inequality that existed at the Bridge River Village could have created territoriality 
and necessitated access to non-local goods (Prentiss et al. 2012).  However, the inequality also 
may have been a result of tethering to optimal village locations.  Either way, the non-local goods 
which were accessed include lithic raw materials (Prentiss et al. 2012).  Some of these non-local 
goods are obsidian, pisolite, and jasper (Prentiss et al. 2012). 
 Flake size is believed to be a function of the distance between the quarry site and the 
lithic source (Newman 1994).  The degree of investment in quarrying is dependent upon the 
scale of lithic demand, which includes the need to import lithic raw material, the procurement 
strategies, and how the lithic raw materials were transported (Luedtke 1979). 
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 The farther away the forager is from the village the greater the degree of processing, 
while conversely the closer the forager is from the village the lower the degree of processing 
should occur (Beck 2008).  This field processing model is useful in understanding the decisions 
made by a forager once they have encountered a resource and must prepare it to be taken back to 
camp (Beck 2008).  In order for this model to be used three things must be known: (1) the utility 
for each resource; (2) the limits on the transported load size; and (3) the distance between the 
village and the resource (Beck 2008). 
 Field processing occurs when a resource or raw material is divided into components near 
its place of procurement or the quarry from which it was obtained, in order to transport for only 
the highest utility components (Metcalfe and Barlow 1992).  There are three elements to field 
processing: (1) the components of the raw material must be composed of two or more parts, such 
as the cortex and lithic material; (2) the components of the resource vary in regard to the utility 
of the resources; and (3) when the resource is used in a reductive process no differences from 
field processing may be evident (Metcalfe and Barlow 1992).  In other words, stone will have to 
be processed whether before or after transport (Metcalfe and Barlow 1992).  The purpose of field 
processing is therefore, to reduce the amount or weight which is transported (Metcalfe and 
Barlow 1992). 
 There are two advantages to not field processing: (1) the forager will return home faster 
and (2) the forager can make more trips out to the quarry or procurement location (Metcalfe and 
Barlow 1992).  The disadvantage to this model is that the transported load contains only a 
"fraction of the utility of a processed load of the same weight or volume" (Metcalfe and Barlow 
1992: 343). 
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 The foraging model is dependent upon nine underlying assumptions: (1) the forager's 
residence and the resource are not in the same location; (2) the forager can transport the resource 
home; (3) the goal of procuring the resource is to bring it home; (4) the field-processing and 
transport decisions will be made in regard to economics; (5) the goal is to maximize the utility of 
the resource in regard to procurement, field processing, and transportation; (6) there is no cost 
for processing or processing is not required for use; (7) processing time in camp is less costly 
than field processing the resource; (8) no time limit exists for the field processing and 
transportation time during a trip; and (9) the optimal load size is then based upon the resource 
available (Metcalfe and Barlow 1992). 
 
Combining Lithics and Central Place Foraging 
 
 Flake densities and their distributions are used to determine the occupational intensity 
and stone working activities (Scott 1991).  Neither an assemblage dominated by large flakes or 
an assemblage dominated by small flakes indicates that core reduction or tool production and 
refurbishment was primarily taking place (Scott 1991).  The technological organization of flake 
productive only provides information regarding the reduction process taking place (Scott 1991). 
 Central Place Foraging in the Mid-Fraser villages was likely influenced by mobility and 
technology, corporate group organization, and labor organization (Prentiss 2000).  Wood-
working and hide-working have been shown in ethnographic descriptions to be the primary focus 
of tool making during the winter months.  Lithic stockpiling probably occurred because, due to 
ice and snow, the raw material source would likely have been inaccessible.  It is for this reason 
that bipolar cores might be used in order to extend the life of raw materials. 
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 The search costs for locating lithic raw material sources were probably negated because 
the foragers lived in the area for an extended period of time and they would therefore have 
previous knowledge of the material source locations (Wanzenried 2010: 37).  Since there would 
be no search costs, the pursuit, acquisition, processing, and transport become the primary costs of 
attaining raw materials (Wanzeried 2010: 37 - 38).  Transportation costs are addressed in Central 
Place Foraging models (Beck et al. 2002: 486).  As the distance between village or central place 
and foraging locations increase, field processing becomes more cost-effective (Beck et al. 2002: 
486). 
 
Ranking Lithic Materials 
 
 There are three possible prestige-associated raw materials at the Bridge River site: 
obsidian, nephrite, and steatite (Prentiss et al. 2007).  The formed or worked lithic prestige raw 
materials are a marker of potential household wealth and status (Prentiss et al. 2007).  Valuable 
tool stone such as soapstone and nephrite could be fashioned into tools and ornaments that may 
be gifted or traded to acquire valuable goods (Prentiss and Kuijt 2012).  Historical ethnography 
describes basalt, jasper, and obsidian as being most commonly used for chipping and flaking 
arrowheads, spear-heads, and knives (Teit 1906). 
 Elite families had hunting territories and fishing places which allowed for them to acquire 
rare foods, tools, and ornaments (Prentiss and Kuijt 2012).  Soapstone pipes are believed to have 
been used exclusively by the elderly, shamans, and chiefs (Hayden 1997).  Labor intensive 
prestige items would be created in a society where private property is recognized, since the 
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benefit of the work would not go to the creator if private property was not recognized (Hayden 
1997).  However, there is no evidence of private property at the Bridge River site. 
 The procurement of lithic raw material can be close to home; however, the trade of lithic 
raw material increases the spread of raw material over a land system (Douglass et al. 2008).  
Raw material procurement can be a function of a host of technological as well as tactical 
considerations that can generally be reduced to two constraints: mechanical properties of the 
material itself and access to that material.  “In some cases one material may be selected over 
another because of its mechanical properties while in other cases its selection may have little to 
do with technological considerations, but be a function of raw material distribution or even of 
certain aspects of social organization" (Beck and Jones 1990: 284).  Foragers would have come 
into contact with more sources of raw material than non-mobile populations (Beck and Jones 
1990). 
 "The flaking qualities of cryptocrystalline rock and obsidian allow for greater control in 
production than do coarser-grained materials, and such flaking qualities enable the production of 
tool forms and edges with greater precision and reliability" (Beck and Jones 1990: 284).  In 
addition, obsidian has the sharpest edge, however, its brittleness causes obsidian to not hold up 
as well as chert as a borer or scraper (Beck and Jones 1990).  "Tools with greater mechanical 
constraints would be continually resharpened, recycled as different tools, or used as cores while 
tools for which these constraints are nominal were manufactured from local toolstone" (Beck and 
Jones 1990: 284).  The maintenance and recycling of tools is related to the availability of raw 
material as well as the mechanical efficiency of the raw material (Beck and Jones 1990).  If a 
specific raw material is used for a set of tools these tools would be represented in the assemblage 
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regardless of the local availability of the raw material (Beck and Jones 1990).  These tools 
should show a higher degree of retouch and use as cores (Beck and Jones 1990). 
 
Methodology 
Excavation Methods 
 Housepit 54 was excavated according to the following procedures.  A baseline was 
constructed on a north-south line of the easternmost edge of the housepit.  Another baseline was 
then constructed of the east-west line of the southernmost edge of the housepit.  A total of eight 
four by four meter blocks were then laid out across the entire housepit.  The blocks were broken 
into sixteen one by one meter units.  When floors were encountered, then the level was further 
divided the units into 50 by 50 cm quads.  The excavation units were excavated with maximum 
spatial control.  Each unit was excavated with the use of trowels, dustpans, and bamboo sticks 
(Prentiss et al. 2009: 12).  The first level, Stratum I, was five centimeters in depth.  The 
remaining levels were generally excavated in ten centimeter deep levels, but were modified with 
respect to natural strata (Prentiss et al. 2009: 12).  All sediments were screened through eighth 
inch mesh (Prentiss et al. 2009:12). 
 
Lab Methods 
 
 Debitage and tools were sorted into separate bags in the lab.  Flake stage reductions were 
performed with accurate stage reduction determined by analyzing the size, cortex, initiation, and 
flake types.  Flake size, cortex, and initiation were used because they have been linked to 
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inferred degree of reduction (Shott 1994).  Reduction stage models are useful for separating flake 
debris into analyzable units (Bradbury and Carr 1999). 
 The percentage of flakes in the stages of reduction can be used to measure the degree of 
processing before transport (Newman 1994: 491).  The tools and debitage were separated and 
classified according to the Bridge River Database Key (Prentiss et al 2009.).  The lithics were 
measured with calipers, and examined with the naked eye, hand lens, and microscope. 
 
 
Figure 4. Index of Invasiveness (Clarkson 2002). 
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Figure 5. Retouch Intensity (Clarkson 2002). 
 
 For tool analysis, a retouch intensity index was calculated.  Reduction or retouch indices 
are used to measure degree of reduction on a tool (Blades 2003: 142).  Retouch intensity can 
reflect the degree of curation which has occurred upon the tools (Andrefsky 2008: 94).  
Clarkson's retouch intensity index is calculated by segmenting the tool into eight parts 
(Andrefsky 2008: 95; Clarkson 2002: 67).  Each segment represents 1/8 of the artifact's total 
length (Clarkson 2002: 67).  These segments are scored by reduction events (Andrefsky 2008: 
95).  Then the artifact is divided in half to create an outer and inner zone (Clarkson 2002: 67).  
Each segment is then given a score from 0.5 to 1 pertaining to the penetration of flake scars 
(Clarkson 2002: 67).  A score of 0.5 signifies that flake scars are less than halfway to the center 
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of the tool, while a score of 1 signifies termination more than halfway to the center (see Figure 4) 
(Clarkson 2002: 57 - 68).  The reduction events will be totaled by segment and then divided by 
16 to obtain the index of invasiveness score (Andrefsky 2008: 95, Clarkson 2002: 68).  The 
index of invasiveness measures flaking from the lateral margins to the center of the artifact 
(Clarkson 2002: 67).  Simply, the index of invasiveness measures the extent of retouch scars 
over the artifact's surface (Clarkson 2002: 67).  The final score ranges from 0 meaning no 
retouch to 1 meaning the artifact is completely retouched (see Figure 5) (Clarkson 2002: 68). 
 There are two field processing models that will be used to predict what should be seen in 
the archaeological record.  In both models, either everything is processed or nothing is 
processed; there is no consideration of mixed loads.  The first field processing model is a generic 
model by load size (Bettinger 2009: 69).  Essentially, the amount of raw material which can be 
transported back to the village is limited by the amount which can be carried by an individual.  
Field processing, or removing the unusable pieces of raw material, allows the greatest load of 
raw material to be procured (Bettinger 2009: 69).  This generic model uses the variables of 
foraging time, utility, and travel time (Bettinger 2009: 70).  The model assumes two things: the 
first assumption is that a processed load has a higher utility and the second assumption is that an 
unprocessed load must have the same utility as a processed load (Bettinger 2009: 71).  These 
assumptions are based upon the belief that an unprocessed load would have the same benefits i.e. 
utility leading to it remaining unprocessed. 
 The second model was designed for the processing of raw material.  The variables used in 
this model are procurement time, processing time, utility, and round trip travel time (Bettinger 
2009: 82).  There are three assumptions in this model: (1) only the exact amount of raw material 
a forager will want will be procured; (2) the processing of raw material is constant; and (3) that 
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processing increases the utility of a resource by weight in proportion with the decrease in weight 
(Bettinger 2009: 83). 
 
H1: Raw Material Processing Related to its Origination Distance 
 
H1: The first hypothesis centers on field processing.  This hypothesis stems from the 
work of Metcalfe and Barlow (1992), Beck et al. (2002), and Bettinger (2009).  These authors 
suggest that the processing of raw material is directly related to its distance from the village site.  
This hypothesis deals with the amount of processing that will be performed on the raw material.  
There are three assumptions behind this hypothesis: the first is that processing is equal to the cost 
of transporting the raw material, the second is that processing occurred equally at each source, 
and the third assumption is that the sample will give an accurate representation of the processing 
which took place. 
 This hypothesis asserts that the farther away the quarry site is from the village, the more 
processing must occur to equitably justify the transportation cost, and conversely, the closer the 
quarry site is from the village the less processing that will occur.  The result of this expectation is 
that dacite, the closest available raw material, will be dominated by early stage flake reduction.  
Pisolite, a mid-distance raw material, will have an equal split of early and late stage reduction, 
while the jasper, chalcedony and obsidian, the materials furthest away, will be dominated by late 
stage flake reduction in terms of the percentage of flakes. 
 This hypothesis will be tested by calculating the ratio of flakes in terms of raw material 
and flake characteristics to determine stage reduction.  The size classes will be extra-small to 
small being indicative of late stage reduction, while medium to large will indicate early stage 
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reduction.  These sizes are based upon extra-small to small flakes being generally retouch flakes, 
while medium to large flakes generally include early stage reduction, thinning, r-billet, bipolar, 
notching, and core rejuvenation flakes (see Table 1).  These sizes are due to larger flakes being 
created during field processing and smaller flakes being created at the site during tool 
production. 
Table 1 Flake Definitions. 
Flake Type Definition 
Retouch Small to extra-small thin flake with dorsal platform angle less 
than 55 degrees. 
Early Stage Reduction Medium or larger thick flake with a platform angle greater than 
55 degrees. 
Thinning Medium to large flake with a small platform, wide flake body 
and dorsal platform angle less than 55 degrees. 
R-Billet Small to large flake with a wide platform compared to body and 
distinctive bend initiation. 
Bipolar Crushing on both ends, wedge initiated flake typically with 
crushing on at least one end. 
Notching Small to extra-small oval flake with distinctly raised platform. 
Core Rejuvenation Flake reflectivity attributes of a unidirectional cores on its dorsal 
platform. 
 
H2:  Tool Utility Related to Source Distance 
 
H2: The second hypothesis centers on technological utility.  This hypothesis deals with 
the utility of tools in relation to the distance from the source.  There are five assumptions 
associated with this hypothesis: 1) the use life will be related to the transport time; 2) travel will 
be made in order to obtain high quality lithic material; 3) an accurate representation will be 
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provided from this analysis; 4) high quality lithic material will be located further away from the 
village; and 5) the functional classes are accurate. 
 This hypothesis asserts that the further away a raw material is the longer the use life the 
tools will have and the higher the quality of lithic material.  Conversely, the closer the source the 
shorter use life it will exhibit.  The results of this hypothesis are that the obsidian, chalcedony, 
and jasper will have longer of use life, while the dacite and pisolite will have short amounts of 
use life. 
 The measures of this hypothesis will be the number of employable units (areas which 
contain use wear or retouch) and the number of tool types on the tool (multi-use tool).  The result 
of these expectations is that the chalcedony, jasper, and obsidian will have more employable 
units and more multi-use tools, while the dacite and pisolite will have fewer employable units 
and a lower number of multi-use tools.  This analysis will be measured by counting the number 
of employable units on each tool.  Employable units are the distinct areas of retouch and usewear 
present on the tool (Knudson 1983).  This hypothesis will also be tested in terms of the Clarkson 
Retouch Intensity Index which will determine the amount of retouch present by raw material. 
 
Summary 
 
 As this chapter provided so much information, a succinct overview of the hypotheses that 
will be tested are provided here.  The two hypotheses assess flake production and tool reduction 
in regard to raw material.  H1 seeks to determine whether the flake assemblages are dominated 
by early or late stage reduction flakes.  This will determine whether or not field processing 
occurred on the raw material before it was transported to the village.  The flake stage will be 
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determined by flake size, cortex, and initiation.  Simply, these measurements will be used to 
determine the flake type of bipolar, retouch, core rejuvenation, thinning, early stage, r-billet, and 
notching.  These flake types equate to flake stage with thinning, retouch, r-billet and notching 
equating to late stage reduction, and core rejuvenation, bipolar, and early stage flakes being early 
stage reduction.  Cortex will also be used to determine flake stage if no initiation is present with 
secondary and primary cortex flakes being classified as early stage reduction.  In terms of the 
raw material types being examined, the hypotheses are based on the following assumptions: 
dacite is expected to be dominated by early stage reduction; pisolite being equally mixed with 
early and late stage reduction; chalcedony, jasper, and obsidian are all expected to be dominated 
by late stage reduction. 
 H2 is concerned with the number of employable units (EUs) and whether these units 
include more than one tool type.  Both of these traits are useful in determining the degree of use 
based upon raw material type, in order to determine if differential utilization occurred based 
upon raw material.  This hypothesis will be tested by counting the number of employable units 
on each tool and the number of tools with multiple tool types.  In regard to the raw material, the 
dacite and pisolite are expected to have fewer multi-use tools and employable units, while the 
jasper, chalcedony, and obsidian are expected to have more multi-use tools and employable 
units. 
 In addition, a test of retouch intensity using the Clarkson Index will be conducted on all 
of the scrapers.  This will determine the extent of retouch on the tools.  This will be summarized 
by raw material type.  Under H1, the Clarkson Index will examine the retouch in order to 
illustrate the accuracy of the flake stages by showing how many late stage flakes would be 
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expected.  Under H2, this analysis will provide another measure of the degree of use as retouch 
is usually performed in an effort to gain a sharper edge on the tool after it has dulled from use. 
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Chapter 4 
Analysis and Results 
Analysis 
 
 This chapter aims to accomplish two objectives.  First, the data are analyzed in respect to 
the hypotheses.  Second, the limitations of both this analysis and data will be discussed. 
 Before the data were analyzed in terms of the hypotheses, lithic analysis was performed 
using the typology provided in Appendix A.  These analyses were checked for consistency and 
accuracy by Dr. Prentiss and recorded.  The data were entered into two excel tables, the first for 
tools and the second for flakes. 
 Dacite dominates the assemblage at 93% (as shown in Figure 6).  As will be discussed in 
Chapter 5, dacite is the dominant raw material of the entire lithic assemblage. 
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Figure 6. Distribution of Raw Materials. 
 
Results 
 
 In regards to flake stages, the data were divided into three categories during analysis: 
early stage reduction, late stage reduction, and unknown.  The only two categories that will be 
used for analysis are early and late stage reduction.  This is because these two categories have 
meaning for this study.  In terms of flakes with no initiation, medial distal flakes with tertiary 
cortex were excluded from flake stage classification, even though they constitute the majority of 
the assemblage. 
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 The hypothesis required the classification of flakes into early and late stage reductions, in 
order to determine whether flakes were field processed before returning to the village.  The 
expectations for this hypothesis were that: dacite would be dominated by early stage reduction; 
pisolite would have an equal distribution of early and late stage flakes; and obsidian, jasper, and 
chalcedony would be dominated by late stage reduction.  By comparing the expectations with the 
analysis it becomes clear that the results differ from the expectations.  The dacite, obsidian, 
jasper, pisolite and chalcedony are all characterized by late stage reduction (Table 2, Table 3, and 
Figure 6).  The obsidian, jasper, and chalcedony are the only raw materials to meet the 
expectations. 
 In terms of interpretation, the obsidian, jasper, and chalcedony appear to have been field 
processed before being brought to the village.  The pisolite and dacite were also field processed 
before they were brought to the village.  In summation, all raw materials appear to have been 
field processed before they were brought back to the site. 
 The dacite and obsidian contained the highest percentages of early stage reduction flakes.  
These high percentages may be due to the form in which raw materials were brought back to the 
village.  Simply, the dacite and obsidian may have had more pebbles brought back to the village 
than the other raw materials.  This may be due to two factors: 1) dacite being a common material 
in the area which can easily be acquired in pebble form and 2) the cost of obtaining obsidian 
whether through trade or selection at the quarry causing smaller pieces or pebbles to be selected 
for easy transport. 
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Table 2. Flake Stages 
 Dacite Obsidian Pisolite Jasper Chalcedony 
Early Stage 623 5 4 4 12 
Late Stage 1755 19 23 23 70 
Unknown 6267 68 88 152 133 
Total Sample Size 8625 92 115 179 215 
 
 
 
 
Table 3. Flake Stage Percentages 
 Dacite Obsidian Pisolite Jasper Chalcedony 
Early Stage 26% 21% 15% 15% 15% 
Late Stage 74% 79% 85% 85% 85% 
Ratio 0.35 0.26 0.17 0.17 0.17 
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Figure 7. The distribution of early to late stage reduction. 
 
 The relationship between the cores and the rest of the tools and flakes were examined 
(see Table 4) to determine the degree of reduction.  This examination shows that there was a 
fairly intensive reduction of transported cores regardless of raw material. 
 Besides flakes, tools were also analyzed (see Tables 5 and 6).  Figure 6 depicts the 
composition of the assemblage made up of dacite, obsidian, pisolite, jasper and chalcedony.  The 
ratio of tools to flakes was also examined (Figure 9).  The dacite, obsidian, pisolite and 
chalcedony are dominated by flakes.  Jasper has almost twice the number of tools per 1000 
flakes compared to the other materials.  The actual number of jasper tools is only slightly 
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different from the other raw materials.  This could imply a smart investment and/or extra interest 
(see Figure 8) in conserving tools as jasper is one of the most distant raw materials. 
Table 4. Data on cores and total lithic artifact counts. 
 Dacite Obsidian Pisolite Jasper Chalcedony 
Cores 191 3 1 9 2 
Total Lithics 9440 112 124 211 234 
Ratio 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.009 
 
 
Figure 8. Core to Total Lithics Ratio. 
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Table 5. Tools Data. 
 Dacite Obsidian Pisolite Jasper Chalcedony 
Tools 1006 13 10 41 21 
Scrapers 137 2 4 13 7 
Multi-Tools 75 0 0 5 3 
 
 
 
Table 6. Reduction Ratio Data. 
 Dacite Obsidian Pisolite Jasper Chalcedony 
Tools to Flakes .12 .14 .09 .23 .10 
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Figure 9. Ratio of Tools to Flakes. 
 
 The tools were also analyzed in relation to employable units and multi-use tools (see 
Tables 7 and 8).  The distribution of employable units (Figure 10) per raw material type shows 
roughly 50% of all the tools for all the raw materials had only one employable unit.  All of the 
raw materials have a high frequency of tools with two employable units.  Dacite and chalcedony 
are the two outliers: dacite tools with three and four employable units and chalcedony tools 
containing two and three employable units. 
 Hypothesis two examined the number of employable units and multi-use tools in order to 
determine if utilization differed based upon raw material.  The expectations for this hypothesis 
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were for the dacite and pisolite to have fewer employable units and multi-tools than the other raw 
materials, while the obsidian, jasper, and chalcedony would have more employable units and 
multi-tools.  The multi-tools generally consist of cores, knives, and scrapers. 
 The majority of the employable units of dacite are split between one and two units per 
tool.  Dacite is also the only raw material to contain tools with four employable units.  The 
distribution of employable units among dacite indicates an emphasis on the use of dacite.  This 
emphasis may be based upon the prevalence of dacite in the Mid-Fraser Canyon.  The majority 
of the obsidian had one employable unit.  The majority of EUs for obsidian may be based on the 
brittle nature of obsidian, and that may have caused the limited number of employable units on 
tools in order to not fracture the obsidian.  The pisolite tools were almost equally divided 
between one and two employable units.  The majority of jasper tools contained one employable 
units.  The chalcedony tools were dominated by one employable unit, with an equal 20% 
division of employable units among chalcedony may suggest that chalcedony was a preferred 
raw material as it is the only raw material besides dacite to contain tools with more than two 
employable units. 
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Table 7. Employable Units data. 
 Dacite Obsidian Pisolite Jasper Chalcedony 
Frequency 75 0 0 5 3 
EU1 
(percent) 
334 
(48%) 
4 
(80%) 
5 
(56%) 
20 
(61%) 
9 
(60%) 
EU2 
(percent) 
303 
(44%) 
1 
(20%) 
4 
(44%) 
13 
(39%) 
3 
(20%) 
EU3 
(percent) 
47 
(7%) 
0 
(0%) 
0 
(0%) 
0 
(0%) 
3 
(20%) 
EU4 
(percent) 
8 
(1%) 
0 
(0%) 
0 
(0%) 
0 
(0%) 
0 
(0%) 
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Figure 10. Employable Unit Distribution. 
 
 In regards to the analysis, the obsidian and the pisolite had only two types of employable 
units and no multi-tools.  The jasper had two types of employable units and only 6% of the 
multi-tools.  The chalcedony had three types of employable units and 4% of the multi-tools.  The 
dacite had four types of employable units and the majority of the employable units. 
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Table 8. Frequency of Multi-tools. 
Raw Material Frequency Percent 
Dacite 75 90% 
Obsidian 0 0% 
Pisolite 0 0% 
Jasper 5 6% 
Chalcedony 3 4% 
 
 The obsidian and pisolite appear to have had less utilization than the other raw material 
examined.  This could also indicate that obsidian and pisolite tools were more highly prized for 
use on jobs away from the village and they were lost or discarded after being expended or 
breaking there.  The jasper appears to have been used much the same as obsidian and pisolite but 
was likely used in the village as it contains multi-tools.  The chalcedony appears to have been 
used extensively and may have been the preferred silica raw material.  The dacite was used for 
everything and may have been the preferred stone.  This preference for dacite may have been 
based upon its widespread availability in the area. 
 Overall, the obsidian and pisolite appear to have been used similarly, and were probably 
rare as they both contain the smallest sample sizes.  The jasper was likely processed at the village 
and due to the ratio of flakes to tools was likely processed at Housepit 54.  The chalcedony was 
used for tool production and appears to have been the preferred silica material.  The dacite was 
the predominated raw material at the site and was likely both the preferred material and the 
closest raw material to obtain. 
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Figure 11. Distribution of Multiple Tool Types by Raw Material. 
 
The distribution of multi-tools adds another level of complexity for raw material use 
when linked with the employable units.  There are only three raw materials that contained multi-
use tools: jasper, chalcedony, and dacite.  These materials suggest another interpretation of raw 
material use.  This interpretation suggests that the commonality of dacite may have led to its use 
as a prehistoric Swiss army knife or for everything. 
 The raw materials with multiple tools on the same piece are dominated by dacite, 
with jasper and chalcedony being the only other raw materials which contain multi-tools.  The 
domination by dacite further suggests (see Figure 11) that this raw material was the preferred 
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choice.  The multi-tools of jasper and chalcedony indicate that these raw materials were being 
conserved by having multiple tools created on the same piece.  The pisolite and obsidian do not 
contain multi-tools and this may be due to the brittle nature of these two raw materials. 
 Besides multi-tools, the frequency of scrapers to tools per raw material was also 
examined (see Table 5).  This examination occurred in order to portray the population from 
which the scrapers were selected.  Although scrapers constitute a small portion on the total tools, 
they comprise the largest tool type frequency.  This frequency is why scrapers were selected for 
extra analysis.  This analysis, or the Clarkson Index, provides a measure of retouch intensity, 
which may provide more support for Hypothesis one; which tests amount of retouch and usewear 
on the tools. 
 The Clarkson Index Scores (Appendix B) do not display any patterns when examined by 
frequency of index score occurrence.  By examining the Clarkson Index Score data in a box plot 
(Figure 11), the majority of the data falls between 0.313 and 0.125, with 0.563 being an extreme 
outlier.  The data provides an indication of the degree of retouch that was occurring. 
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Figure 12. Box Plot of Clarkson Index by Raw Materials. 
 The Clarkson Index data was also compared by raw material (see Figures 12).  The 
Dacite scores show a pattern which is grouped between 0.125 and 0.281.  This suggests that little 
retouch was occurring on the dacite scrapers.  This little retouch may be from the local 
abundance of dacite.  However, there are seven outliers in the data set.  These outliers may be a 
result of differential access occurring not by raw material but possibly by scraper type.  Dacite 
also has a higher index median which is most likely a result of more significant retouch required 
for scrappers.  In regard to the Jasper and Chalcedony, the Jasper was grouped between 0.094 
and 0.25, while the chalcedony was grouped between 0.093 and 0.281.  These results suggest 
that little retouch was occurring on all the raw materials. 
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 As little retouch was occurring on the raw materials, there is little evidence for a 
conservation of raw materials.  This may suggest that either there was not a high demand for 
scrapers at the Bridge River site during winter or as the scrapers were unifacial there would not 
be significant retouch intensity shown in the Clarkson Index.  Using the belief that the obvious 
choice is the usually the right one, the retouch present on these scrapers is probably the reason 
most of these scores are above 0.25, which would show that at least a fourth of the artifact is 
being retouched.  This may suggest, depending on the type of scraper, that there was a great 
deal of retouch occurring on the scrapers.  However, the reason for these low scores is probably 
due to the scrapers not being used as multi-tools, but instead as unifacial tools with generally 
only one employable unit.  This one employable unit, if retouched, would equate to a score of 
0.25. 
 
Figure 13. Box Plot of the Clarkson Score by Scraper Type. 
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 Another way to examine the Clarkson Index Scores is by considering them in regard to 
scraper type (see Figure 13).  Since all of the scrapers in the assemblage were examined this 
analysis is an accurate way to represent the data.  The Clarkson Index for all of the scrapers types 
is grouped between 0.18 and 0.28.  This suggests that there is at least one employable unit on the 
tool or a fourth of the tool has been retouched.  However, there are some differences in Clarkson 
Index between scrapers.  The single scrapers were grouped between 0.125 and 0.281 suggesting 
that at least an eighth of the artifact was retouched.  The inverse scraper is grouped between 
0.291 and 0.344.  The score for the inverse scrapers should be larger than that of the single 
scraper as inverse scrapers contain two employable units.  However, these scores also prove that 
there was little retouch occurring on the scrapers when the score is considered for the two units.  
The end scrapers were grouped between 0.156 and 0.461, these scores suggest that at least some 
of the scrapers had intense retouch.  The intensity of retouch on end scrapers may be due to their 
being the most formal of all the scrapers.  Alternate scrapers were grouped between 0.197 and 
0.313.  This group suggests that there was limited retouch occurring to these scrapers.  The 
double scrapers were grouped between 0.203 and 0.305, these scores suggest that limited retouch 
was occurring on the scrapers.  The convergent scrapers were grouped between 0.094 and 0.25, 
they also suggest limited retouch.  Overall, all of the scrapers except end scrapers show limited 
retouch by type. 
 As the examination of the Clarkson Index scores by raw material and scraper type show 
there was limited retouch occurring on the raw materials.  This limited retouch may be due to the 
scrapers containing only one employable unit.  However, even the scrapers which had two 
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employable units showed limited retouch.  This simply suggests that there were enough scrapers 
to support the activities occurring at Bridge River. 
 A complete examination of the Clarkson Index scores shows that there is little difference 
in regard to retouch among the raw materials.  This may be due to an equal usage of the raw 
materials. 
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Chapter 5 
Discussion and Limitations 
There are two goals to this chapter: 1) to discussion the implications of the results and analysis 
and 2) to explain the limitations of this research. 
 
Discussion 
 
 This analysis focused on the optimization of lithic raw material acquisition, transport and 
use by examining, core and tool reduction patterns. 
 The flake stage analysis revealed that field processing was occurring on the obsidian, 
pisolite, dacite, jasper, and chalcedony.  This emphasis on field processing may be indicative of 
processing raw materials for stockpiling.  However, there was a slightly higher field processing 
in jasper, chalcedony, and pisolite.  The reason is so far inconclusive as the core ratio was 
inconclusive.  As the hypothesis only focused on the relative distance from the material source, it 
did not take into account the cost of transporting the raw material across the Fraser River that 
also caused them to be retouched.  The emphasis on field processing may also be due to transport 
via canoe instead of by foot, which was the assumed transport mode in this study.  Further 
research should examine the effect canoe transport would have had on transportation of raw 
material. 
 The tool analysis showed some differential use of raw material.  This differential use 
separates pisolite and obsidian from the rest of the raw materials by their lack of multiple 
employable units and multi-tools.  The jasper was separated from the dacite and chalcedony by 
only containing a maximum of two employable units.  These delineations cause the raw material 
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to be separated into three groups: 1) pisolite and obsidian; 2) jasper; and 3) dacite and 
chalcedony.  The chalcedony are the best flaking materials used in this analysis.  This should 
cause chalcedony to exhibit more employable units and multi-tools that the rest.  The obsidian 
may not exhibit these characteristics because it was rare due to its long distance from the village.  
This long distance that the obsidian was transported probably led to it being transported in a 
smaller size than the other raw materials, in order to offset the distance cost of transportation.  
This smaller size is likely a result of limiting the weight of the obsidian to facilitate travel. 
 The employable units' analysis shows that soft dacite is more in need of retouch than the 
other materials, this may explain the amount of retouch on the dacite.  In regard to the jasper, the 
tool to flake ratio supports jasper as more intensively used.  The multi-tool data is inconclusive 
in regard to manufacture, the Clarkson Index results tell more.  The Clarkson Index shows that 
the retouch was related to the tool type. 
 There are two main broader impacts of this research: 1) use of raw materials in villages, 
and 2) field processing implications.  In regard to the use of raw materials in villages, this 
research can provide future research opportunities for studying raw materials.  Future research 
following the methods and theory used in this research may shed light onto the use and 
utilization of raw materials at villages in the Mid-Fraser Canyon. 
 The field processing implications from this research may change existing notions about 
the costs of field processing.  This study shows that field processing constraints may have 
changed in relation to foot or canoe transport.  This change in constraints may have led to all raw 
materials being processed regardless of distance, if they were being transported by canoe. 
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Limitations 
 
 There are two main limitations to this research: 1) sourcing; 2) the inability to classify 
flakes with no cortex or initiation, 3) no size control in employable units, and 4) the Clarkson 
Index.  In regards to sourcing, none of the raw materials from Housepit 54 have been sourced.  
This makes all of the hypothesis based on general areas from where the raw material is believed 
to have originated.  Since no location is known, the hypothesis may have been proven false due 
to the wrong location being selected from the raw material.  
 The other issue; the inability to classify flakes with no cortex or initiation results from the 
fact that only a small subset of the flake population can be classified into early or late stage 
reduction flakes.  This may cause the determination of a raw material to be dominated by one 
stage to be inaccurate. 
 The employable units were calculated without respect to size.  Size could affect the 
number of employable units present on a tool as a smaller tool would not have as much room for 
multiple employable units as a larger tool would have.  Also, a smaller tool might have been 
bigger and contained more employable units at a point in time. 
 The Clarkson Index primarily measures the retouch intensity in regard to the tool type.  
Since the Clarkson Index mainly showed scraper type, it limits the scope of the data which was 
examined.  The use of the Kuhn Index probably would have showed more data as it would 
examine the edge angle and more accurately calculated the amount of retouch which had taken 
place. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
 
This final chapter encompasses the thesis in its entirety with a brief overview of findings. 
 The research at Bridge River can provide new insight about lithic technology and raw 
materials.  Raw material processing and retouch studies may provide knowledge on the 
socioeconomics of semi-sedentary villages.  Through the examination of Central Place Foraging 
theory in relation to the processing of the raw material, lithic technology can be further 
examined.  The combination of raw material processing and lithic retouch will lead to a better 
understand of lithic technology. 
 All of the data used in this research showed trends when viewed in regard to the 
hypothesis.  In review of the hypothesis: H1) discusses the ratio of early to late stage reduction 
flakes, H2) the number of employable units and the amount of multi-tools by raw material, a 
study was also performed on the Clarkson Retouch Intensity Index.  Hypothesis 1 data showed 
that all raw materials were being field processed prior to being brought to the village.  This 
makes all of the raw materials similar, however, the jasper, chalcedony, and pisolite have less 
early stage reduction.  The core ratio data showed that the data are similar to the debitage.  The 
jasper though has a slightly higher ratio of cores to flakes.  The means that there was less 
reductive intensity occurring on the jasper than the other raw materials.  This contrasts with the 
flake results.  These data may be due to the low sample size or a unique use of jasper. 
 Hypothesis 2 data showed differential use of raw materials.  Jasper has a high tool to 
flake ratio implying that a more intensive need for working tools existed.  This may be because 
of the proximity of the raw material to the village.  When examined in regard to employable 
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units the jasper had fewer tool edges than the dacite and chalcedony.  This means the jasper was 
not intensively recycled.  The distribution of employable units may be from the consistent use of 
favored tools.  However, tougher material would last longer which explains the jasper and 
pisolite having fewer employable units.  The multi-tool data showed a more diverse use for 
dacite compared to the other raw materials.  This could be a statistical effect from its larger 
sample simple which will always correlates with a greater frequency of variants.  Due to the 
issue of sample size bias, the multi-tool data really does not display much about the use of dacite.  
The Clarkson Index measured the intensity of use in tool design not the conservation of raw 
material.  This explains why the index scores are best displayed by the type of scraper rather than 
by the retouch intensity of a raw material.  Overall, the Bridge River village appears to have been 
well provisioned for toolstone such that only the slightly more intensive use jasper. 
 The stratigraphic sequence at the Bridge River site provides an unparalleled opportunity 
for analysis of raw material use.  Although no comparison of roof to floor was made in this 
analysis, the ability to definitively define BR 4 allows for a constrained analysis of raw material 
use. 
 Future research should be done comparing BR 3 to BR 4, to determine if European 
contact impacted raw material use.  This research should examine if metal made an impact on the 
use of raw materials and the emphasis on scrapers vs. other tools.  These issues can be examined 
by comparing the assemblages from Bridge River 4 and Bridge River 3. 
 In regard to the socioeconomics of raw materials at Housepit 54, there appears to be 
deeper insight with the use and selection of raw material which cannot be explained through the 
use of Central Place Foraging and field processing.  This indicates that further research is needed 
to determine what was affecting the use of raw material at Housepit 54. 
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Appendix A - Bridge River Lithics Database Key 
 
Unifacially Retouched Artifacts 
1 Miscellaneous 
50 Unifacial blade tool 
71 Used flake on a break 
88 Dufour bladelet 
143 Scraper retouch flake 
148 Flake with polish sheen 
150 Single scraper 
151 Unifacial perforator 
152 Unifacial borer/drill 
153 Small piercer 
154 Notch 
156 Alternate scraper 
157 Miscellaneous uniface 
158 Key shaped uniface 
159 Unifacial knife 
160 Unifacial denticulate 
162 End scraper 
163 Inverse scraper 
164 Double scraper 
165 Convergent scraper 
180 Used flake 
183 Spall tool 
184 Retouched spall tool 
188 Retouched backed tool 
232 Stemmed scraper 
255 Abruptly retouched truncation on a flake 
279 Hafted unifacial knife w/some bifacial chipping 
on haft 
Bifacial Artifacts 
2 Miscellaneous biface 
4 Biface retouch flake with use-wear 
6 Biface fragment 
130 Bifacial knife 
131 Stage 4 biface 
132 Bifacial perforator 
133 Bifacial borer/drill 
135 Distal tip of a biface 
139 Fan tailed biface 
140 Knife-like biface 
141 Scraper-like biface 
145 Piece esquillees 
192 Stage 2 biface 
193 Stage 3 biface 
225 Tang knife 
240 Chipped wedge tool on angular slate or shale 
258 Hafted knife on a spall 
262 Side notched bifacial drill 
286 Steep retouched truncation on a biface 
291 Bifaical knife retouch flake 
299 Key-shaped biface 
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Points 
19 Late plateau point 
35 Point tip 
36 Point fragment 
99 Misc. point 
101 Lochnore point 
102 Lehman point 
109 Side-notch point no base 
110 Kamloops side-notched point concave base 
111 Kamloops side-notched point straight base 
112 Kamloops side- notched point convex base 
113 Kamloops multi-notched point 
114 Kamloops stemmed 
115 Plateau corner-notched point concave base 
116 Plateau corner-notched straight base 
117 Plateau corner-notched point convex base 
118 Plateau corner-notched point no base 
119 Plateau basally-notched point straight base 
120 Shuswap base 
121 Shuswap contracted stem slight shoulders 
122 Shuswap contracted stem  pronounced shoulders 
123 Shuswap parallel stem slight shoulders 
124 Shuswap parallel stem pronounced shoulders 
125 Shuswap corner removed concave base 
126 Shuswap corner-removed eared 
127 Shuswap stemmed single basal notch 
128 Shuswap shallow side-notched straight basal 
margin 
129 Shuswap shallow side-notched concave basal 
margin 
134 Preform 
136 Plateau preform 
137 Kamloops preform 
229 Shuswap 10: stem/eared with concave base 
231 Ground/sawed slate projectile point 
236 Limestone or marble projectile point 
237 El khiam style point: side notched point on a 
triangular blade-like flake 
244 Small triangular point 
245 Large straight to concave base side-notch point 
251 Slate side-notched point with a straight base 
254 Large square stemmed dart point 
256 Kamloops split base corner notched 
285 Unifacial point preform 
289 Lame a crete 
292 Notched flake w/distal impact fracture 
295 Plateau corner-notched point w/base missing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Groundstone 
185 Wedge-shaped bifacial adze 
190 Hammerstone 
200 Misc. groundstone 
201 Abrador 
202 Sandstone saw 
203 Ground slate 
204 Steatite tubular pipe 
205 Abrader/saw 
206 Anvil stone 
207 Abraded cobble or block 
208 Abraded cobble spall 
209 Ornamental ground nephrite 
211 Groundstone mortar 
218 Celt 
219 Groundstone maul 
220 Ground slate piercer/borer with chipped edges 
222 Slate scraper 
226 Sawed gouge 
228 Groundstone adze on a natural break 
230 Slate knife 
233 Nephrite adze 
234 Burnishing/polishing stone 
235 Metate 
238 Groundstone spike 
239 Small stone bowl 
241 Sawed adze 
242 Ochre grinding stone 
246 Slate knife with bored hole 
250 Ground nephrite scraper 
257 Ground slate adze, without cutting/sawing 
259 Groundstone cube 
260 Mano 
261 Groundstone effigy 
263 Ground slate chopper 
264 Adze perform 
265 Shallow ground slate bowl 
266 Sawed scraper on an igneous spall 
267 Miscellaneous groundstone base, possible effigy 
or bowl 
268 Nephrite adze core 
276 Hafted slate with blunt edge and parallel 
striations, most likely mate scraper 
277 Incised slate 
278 Slate knife retouch flake 
280 Chipped slate 
281 Sawed slate 
282 Slate chopper 
283 Steatite tubular pipe manufacture reject 
284 Chipped adze 
293 Ground nephrite adze preform 
294 Chipped stone chopper 
296 Nephrite polished scraper 
297 Scraper on a flake derived from a handmaul 
298 Polished steatite fragment 
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Ornaments 
210 Ochre 
212 Mica ornament 
214 Stone bead 
215 Stone pendant or eccentric 
216 Ground or sculpted ornament 
217 Copper artifact 
243 Sawed/sliced bead 
252 Copper bead 
253 Copper pendant 
287 Spindle whorl preform 
288 Spindle whorl 
290 Ornament/pendant blank 
 
Other 
213 Misc. metal artifact 
223 Burin spall tool 
224 Burin 
227 Sawed stone disk 
247 Misc. drilled artifact 
248 Misc. sawed stone 
249 Painted stone tool 
269 Glass beads 
270 Misc. glass 
271 Window glass 
272 Iron projectile point 
273 Other historic period beads 
274 Horseshoe 
275 Nail 
 
Cores 
146 Bipolar core 
147 Microblade 
149 Microblade core 
182 Core rejuvenation flake 
186 Multidirectional core 
187 Small flake core 
189 Unidirectional core 
221 Slate core 
 
Size 
XSM Extra small 1 cm square 
SM Small 4 cm square 
M Medium 16 cm square 
L Large 64 cm square 
XL Extra large Greater than 64 cm square 
 
 
 
 
SRT 
N/O Nonorientable 
M/D Medial-distal 
S Split 
P Proximal 
C Complete 
 
Cortex 
T Tertiary 
S Secondary 
P Primary 
 
Flake types 
ESR Early stage reduction 
TF Thinning flake 
RBF R billet flake 
RF Retouch flake 
BF Bipolar flake 
NF Notching flake 
B Blade 
CRF Core rejuvenation flake 
 
Retouch 
0 Invasive 
1 Semi-abrupt 
2 Abrupt 
3 Scalar 
4 Step 
5 Hinge 
 
Use-wear 
0a Polish 
0b Rounding 
1a Perpendicular striations 
1b Parallel striations 
1c Oblique striations 
2a Scalar/step chipping 
2b Oblique/perp. chipping 
3a Crushing 
3b Grinding 
3c Blunting 
4 Sawing 
5 Gouging/borering 
6 Notched 
7a Drilled 
7b Incised 
8 Pecked 
9 Battering 
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Material 
1 Dacite 
2 Slate 
3 Silicified shale 
4 Coarse dacite 
5 Obsidian 
6 Pisolite  
7 Coarse basalt 
8 Nephrite 
9 Copper 
10 Ortho-quartzite 
11 Basalt 
12 Steatite/soapstone 
13 Chert (green) 
14 Chert 
15 Jasper 
16 Jasper (hat creek) 
17 Chalcedony 
18 Chalcedony (yellow) 
19 Igneous intrusive 
20 Granite/diorite 
21 White marble 
22 Green siltstone 
23 Sandstone 
24 Graphite 
25 Conglomerate 
26 Andesite 
27 Vesicular basalt 
28 Phyolite 
29 Limestone 
30 Mica- black 
31 Porphyry 
32 Silicified wood 
34 Schist 
35 Misc. 
36 Serpententite/serpentine 
37 Gray vitric tuff 
38 Gypsum 
39 Mudstone 
40 Galena 
41 Quartz crystal 
42 Metal/iron 
43 Glass 
44 Quartzite 
45 Other greenstone metamorphics 
46 Rhyolite 
47 Metomorphosed 
48 Gneiss 
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Appendix B – Clarkson Index Data 
 
Raw 
Material Tool Type Score 
1 150 0.219 
1 150 0.25 
1 150 0.063 
1 150 0.25 
1 150 0.219 
1 150 0.094 
1 150 0.031 
1 150 0.063 
1 150 0.156 
1 150 0.125 
1 150 0.031 
1 150 0.125 
1 150 0.188 
1 150 0.063 
1 150 0.156 
1 150 0.125 
1 150 0.188 
1 150 0.25 
1 150 0.125 
1 150 0.031 
1 150 0.125 
1 150 0.031 
1 150 0.156 
1 150 0.156 
1 150 0.063 
1 150 0.25 
1 150 0.031 
1 150 0.094 
1 150 0.281 
1 150 0.125 
1 150 0.125 
1 150 0.125 
1 150 0.031 
1 150 0.219 
1 150 0.219 
1 150 0.125 
Raw 
Material Tool Type Score 
1 150 0.25 
1 150 0.25 
1 150 0.063 
1 150 0.031 
1 150 0.094 
1 150 0.031 
1 150 0.219 
1 150 0.156 
1 150 0.031 
1 150 0.125 
1 150 0.125 
1 156 0.219 
1 156 0.189 
1 156 0.156 
1 162 0.063 
1 162 0.156 
1 162 0.438 
1 162 0.5 
1 162 0.5 
1 162 0.188 
1 162 0.125 
1 162 0.219 
1 162 0.156 
1 162 0.406 
1 162 0.313 
1 163 0.094 
1 163 0.281 
1 163 0.281 
1 163 0.219 
1 163 0.219 
1 164 0.375 
1 164 0.219 
1 164 0.156 
1 164 0.281 
1 165 0.344 
1 165 0.125 
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Raw 
Material Tool Type Score 
1 165 0.25 
1 165 0.094 
1 165 0.125 
1 165 0.094 
1 165 0.063 
1 165 0.438 
1 165 0.5 
1 165 0.344 
1 165 0.25 
1 165 0.094 
1 165 0.25 
1 165 0.031 
1 165 0.156 
1 165 0.313 
1 232 0.625 
1 130/150 0.313 
1 130/150 0.156 
1 145/150 0.344 
1 145/150 0.344 
1 150/130 0.406 
1 150/130 0.313 
1 150/130 0.375 
1 150/130 0.344 
1 150/130 0.344 
1 150/130 0.25 
1 150/130 0.406 
1 150/150/151/255 0.25 
1 150/153 0.563 
1 150/159 0.281 
1 150/159 0.219 
1 150/159 0.125 
1 150/159 0.25 
1 150/159 0.094 
1 150/163 0.5 
1 150/180 0.344 
1 150/180 0.156 
1 150/192 0.25 
1 150/255 0.25 
1 153/150 0.125 
Raw 
Material Tool Type Score 
1 153/150 0.125 
1 153/159/150 0.094 
1 156/159 0.281 
1 156/255 0.344 
1 159/150 0.25 
1 159/150 0.188 
1 159/150 0.313 
1 159/163 0.375 
1 162/153 0.469 
1 163/150 0.156 
1 163/150/152 0.344 
1 165/153 0.156 
1 165/156/153 0.25 
1 180/150 0.125 
1 255/150 0.281 
4 159/150 0.219 
5 150 0.313 
5 150 0.031 
6 150 0.53 
6 150 0.313 
6 150 0.156 
15 150 0.156 
15 145/150 0.031 
16 150 0.094 
16 150 0.361 
16 164 0.25 
16 164 0.25 
16 165 0.25 
16 165 0.094 
16 150/146 0.156 
16 150/146 0.156 
16 180/130/150 0.375 
17 150 0.093 
17 150 0.125 
17 150 0.063 
17 165 0.219 
17 150/156 0.313 
17 150/159/163 0.281 
18 150 0.156 
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